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Call for Papers
Themed Issue on Shared Spaces

Municipal Engineer is planning a themed issue for 
2019 on Shared Spaces.

Increasingly, shared spaces are used in our urban design, with a range of 
different acceptance and success resulting in significant public interest. We are 
particularly interested in research papers that explore the impact of different 
approaches to street design and management, including shared space, on all 
people of all ages and ability, all types of activity, all modes of movement, all 
times of day and weather and all functions (including waste collection, trees, 
utilities, lighting, car parking etc.).

This themed issue aims to explore and assess the comparative advantages and 
disadvantages of different approaches to street design, and offer ideas as to how 
improvements can be made.  The aim is to examine streets from all angles and 
not just the perspective of a single type of user. We are particularly interested 
in research papers that explore the impact of shared spaces on all people of all 
ages and ability, all types of activity, all modes of movement, all times of day 
and weather and all functions. Papers submitted, should, wherever possible, be 
based on science and robust, statistically significant evidence, and offer unbiased 
comparisons. Critiques of a specific type of street design that fail to appraise 
alternative designs using the same tests will not be accepted. Meta-analyses 
and assessments of past papers, reports and research would be welcomed, 
including an honest assessment of those areas where through lack of data (such 
as pedestrian movement, or inaccuracy of casualty records) we cannot yet draw 
clear conclusions.

Papers are welcomed in the following areas:

n Understanding humans including human ability and the driver behaviour
and environment

n Comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of different types of
street, junction and crossing design

n How might the use of different technologies in the street, in vehicles or 
in people help, ranging from intelligent speed adaptation, hand held 
navigation devices, protective beacon systems, different tactile paving 
schemes, different types of crossing and so on

n Is current research on street design merely recycling existing ideas and 
prejudices?  What new research is needed to place street design on an 
ever more robust basis? 

The deadline for abstracts is 31 May 2018. The deadline for 
full papers is 16 November 2018.

Invitation to authors
To submit an abstract online, please visit 

https://goo.gl/forms/WavcxkQK3LB8BV2q1 
To request further information, please contact: 

Rebecca Rivers (T: +44 (0)20 7665 2241)
E: rebecca.rivers@icepublishing.com 

For more information about the journal, visit 
www.municipalengineer.com

Why publish with ICE?

ICE Publishing has been uniting research and 
practice in engineering and science since 1836. 
As the publishing arm of the Institution of Civil 
Engineers, we provide exclusive access to over 
90,000 active ICE members in 160 countries. By 
publishing with ICE, you will benefit from our 
quality, visibility and advocacy.

QUALITY

• Rigorous blind peer review by an international
panel of experts

• Author editorial support and guidance to help
you develop your work

• Professional copy editing, typesetting and proof-
reading services

• No publication charges, it is entirely free to
publish with us (Open Access titles excepted)

VISIBILITY

• Our journals are included in major science and
engineering databases and indexes, making our
articles easily discoverable in Google and other
scholarly search engines

• In addition to ICE members, our content is
read by academics and practitioners at over
1500 subscribing universities, corporations and
government agencies around the world

ADVOCACY

• We work closely with our authors and editors
to promote our journals to all relevant audiences,
at international conferences, and through
engineering social networks




